The Ocean,
March 10, 1925.

My dearest Peter,

The ocean is just wonderful. So far I have enjoyed most meals. Poor Harriet missed the second but I have not yet experienced "le mal de mer." Buddy and I walked around and around on the upper deck this afternoon and Buddy said that the sea then was as rough as it ever was when he was on it. The rougher the sea the better it suits me (so far) I always did have an idea that the rolling motion of a vessel would be lots of fun. I may get enough of it before I'm through.

We all went into the F. & F. Room (meaning Hutch & Harriet) after lunch and read (the many, many letters
that we all got. We each shared our letters and had a grand time. Several of mine had instructions on the outside not to read until a certain date etc. so I'll have letters to read on the way over. It's a good idea if I keep to the instructions.

I have not started your lead bag yet Mommy. I'm awfuly anxious to but I'll have to wait until Harriet gets me to the barber, raging high. In the mean time I'll content myself with patching the pockets in my winter coat - both of them. Believe me it's cold around these parts so I can't keep my hands warm if there are any holes in the pockets. (Don't misunderstand me - I'm far from suffering from cold - it's just great.)

Mother I got the sweetest letter from Mrs. Wood. I'm just in love with her. I think every thing of her is genuine and when she writes nice things in a letter you can just put it down that she means every single word. I'm just crazy about her. I got another nice letter from John B.
He told me that if I accidentally stepped on the toe of my camel I should drop some of my clothes where the camel could see them and I should get out of sight as quickly as possible. The camel in his revenge would pounce upon the clothes and trample them to death. Then I can come out from my hiding and get on my thoroughly satisfied camel and drive on. Do that come more of Jack's foolishness?

I'll have to learn to write small or Buddy will be running out of writing paper. How do you like this folded. We have five hundred sheets. I don't have the slightest idea how long that will last but it sounds like an awful lot to me. I'm going to write one every day unless prevented by some reason which I can't conscientiously give to my darling Mommy and that means I suppose that I will not dare write more than one side of a sheet each day if I am to get it all in an envelope at the end of the week. This letter is an exception. I'll write twenty pages if I want to and not have a guilty conscience.
put in enough of my naughtiness to prevent you from realising that in public. Not that I would object to having this one read but I hope you will remind you that I am going to do what I said I would and if you seriously object 'Selly Peter Uncas' why you just write to that effect and after I get to Jerusalem I'll desist.

I have not written any thanking you—mama to-night but I think I will before I turn in. This ship is going four o'clock at once. It gives me the most delightful feeling. It's just like I always imagined it would be when I was a little child.

At our table in the dining room is a man from Naples. He is the ship's steward and has a charming personality. He can barely speak English, but somehow we can talk to him and what we can't make out in English we can patch up with a little French. It is going to Cilento and has told me of some places that we must go to visit and of some (Walter is intriguing me all the time for a kiss—he is writing on the typewriter just the end of each page he demands a kiss—not a sad idea) Things we should get to eat.
I've been forgetting to write small but it is not worth while on this letter—twenty pages. Well what I was saying was that these things to eat have such queer names that you get no hint at all as to what they must be like but I gathered from one friend that one of them is a little like ice cream though to his mind infinitely better.

Well, Mamma, it's the most glorious thing in all the world to be traveling in a field where you know there is a great need and where you are sure you can be of some, though small, service. I thought I would just die when this old lass started to spill out and it was such a long drive along the turn before we came out to the end where you will but when I got in sight of last and you were all smiling I thought you and Daddy and Julia are the most wonderful people in this whole world. If I don't make something out of this most glorious opportunity of mine I hope I
receive my just reward.

Dorothy, I've written another of
these long rambling letters that must
bother you to death, but never mind—after
I get to the other side of the business I'll
have something real to write to you about. Mrs. Wysham was telling me
this morning that her mother missed
her letter so much when she came
back home. I hope that you will
like my letter so well that you
will miss them even when you
have me back again.

Daddy thinks he is real smart
with his new scarf and cuff links.
I think he was very pleased with the
thought that you had remembered it
was his birthday.

Good night, Mommy. Love and kisses
of love to Daddy and Judy, and you.

Your most affectionate

Kaddy.